
   
 

 
 
Call to order 

A meeting of the GO Team for D.M. Therrell HS was held in the media center on March 29, 2016. 

Attendees 

Attendees included [list names of GO Team members present]. 

Joyce Grangent 
 

Jacqueline Giles Diana Porter Charles McCant 

Shelly Powell 
 

Cynthia Dumas Laura Lashley  

Members not in attendance 

Members not in attendance included [list names]. 

Tyronia Smith 
 

   

 
 

   

Voting Results of Candidate Nominations 

Community Candidate 2-year term   

   Candidate Name:  

List the GO Team members in 
favor of candidate 
 

Akwokwo Redhead (Grangent, Giles, Porter and Dumas vote 
for candidate. 

List the GO Team members 
not in favor of candidate  
 

One abstained (Charles McCant) 

Notes: [add comments about actions taken if principal’s nominee is not approved] 

Prior to vote, concern was raised about members following protocol, i.e., not taking matters out 

of the building without presenting matters of concern to the principal first.   
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Community Candidate 3-year term   

   Candidate Name:  

List the GO Team members in 
favor of candidate 
 

Leanne Patterson—unanimous vote—all five elected members 
voted in favor of Patterson 

List the GO Team members 
not in favor of candidate  
 

 

Notes: [add comments about actions taken if principal’s nominee is not approved] 

Principal Shelly Powell gave background information on the candidate. 

Swing Seat Candidate 3-year term    

   Candidate Name:  

List the GO Team members in 
favor of candidate 
 

Cassandra Bolding (All five elected members vote in favor of 
the candidate.) 

List the GO Team members 
not in favor of candidate  
 

None 

   Candidate Name:  

List the GO Team members in 
favor of candidate 
 

 

List the GO Team members 
not in favor of candidate  
 

 

   Candidate Name:  

List the GO Team members in 
favor of candidate 
 

 

List the GO Team members 
not in favor of candidate  
 

 

Notes: [add comments about actions taken if needed] 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Announcements 

Charles McCant was appoint interim secretary for the inaugural meeting. 
 
The five elected members present elected three additional members to the GO TEAM.   
 
Laura Lashley, APS Central Office was present at the inaugural meeting.  Lashley discussed 
the rules, protocol, and future training.  She also oversaw the election of three additional 
members. 
 
Lashley urged GO TEAM members to reach out to Noletha High (404-802-2885) about training 
dates and preference.  
 
Ms. Powell polled GO TEAM members about what character traits to look for when 
appointing a student member. 
 
 
 

   

Secretary  Date of approval 

 


